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understands what it feels like to be unhappy together with your body and how this leads to low self-
esteem and despression symptoms. Dr. Stephanie Burgos Frequently, we spend our period chasing
perfection while concurrently self-sabotaging ourselves.HealthyER She knows because she experienced
this herself, and made the decision to live a wholesome existence. In  You Task: YOUR BRAIN and Body
to Live Life at a Higher Level, Develop through self-care and self-love, Do you wish to live an improved
life? mind and body by focusing in a confident mindset, understanding what and how to eat, and how
to reach your goals.shares her personal journey of accepting her body and teaches you how to elevate
your  and you can!Dr.live your life at a higher level, and chase improvement, not perfection.  Burgos 
Needless to say you do—With the informative and encouraging roadmap provided in this publication, you
will gain the know-how to raise your brain and body 
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Great quick read! I really like it! It’s refreshing when doctors get real. No diet plan gimmicks. It’s so basic
AND achievable. Stephanie’s personal encounters and medical training provides her with an ideal insight
to advise us to live a lifestyle full of options. Dr. No crazy lifestyle changes. Just great simple information
that will help reset anyone’s past preconceived notions about health and happiness. If you are searching
for a quick easy read to really get your mind in the game, this publication is for you! Dr. Burgos has
written an extremely raw and revealing book that is a straightforward read and Ideal for women who are
new to their fitness journey and women in general who've forgotten to love themselves.Important and
useful tips all over. Dr. She also provides useful info on health, diet, and general wellness. If you are
looking for an instant easy read to really get your mind in the game, this book is for you! Self-
explanatory, no frills inspiration / mindset coaching in its best! It's a book where you should have pen and
paper useful to write down notes, so you can remind yourself of some of her points frequently. Stephanie
Burgos MD Great book! Essential and useful tips all over Great book! In an environment of photoshop
and instagram, women will get themselves having body dysmorphia that may lead to unhappiness and
lower self-esteem.Definetly an easy read that doesn’t complicate.This book is an excellent gift also for a
friend or relative. "Through the years I've learned that you only have three options in life: Quit, give in or
give everything you've got. I love motivational / advancement books, but one gripe I've is that a lot of
them require me to have to read sections again and again until their concepts make sense or until I know
how to best apply their methods. Last month I read this reserve and I am so happy that I did.! Burgos has
discovered a method to write a brief and straightforward book that is both inspirational and relate-
capable. It’s the first time I’ve read a book like this and had such an instant understanding of how I can
truly apply this to my entire life and start concentrating on what issues most! Helps you concentrate on
the considerations If you need motivation, this publication is a great way to get that butt of yours in
motion and get you focused on what’s important. Last month We read this book and I am so happy that I
did I've had the enjoyment of following Dr. Burgos for the last 6 month through Beachbody. Not here.
Her terms present many encouraging and inspirational thoughts to help you during your fitness journey.
She not only specializes in the physical facet of losing weight but how your brain an important facet of
getting to where you want to be. Essential read! This reserve is so properly written (like I prefer to
become spoken to).! It was Dr. She also provides useful information on health Dr. It’s organic and straight
to the idea." - Dr. Burgos reminds us about positive personal affirmation, how to end making excuses and
increase our self worth. Excellent publication from a motivational individual. I highly recommend! Thank
you There are moments with time where someone simply makes you realize your value. Between 2009
and 2012 I was in an extremely bad place.! Burgos who met me and truly thought in me. Today I’m so
happy and healthy therefore grateful that others can though her story learn so much and do if thus much
great info! This book is indeed motivational, inspiring, and do if so much great info!
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